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ABSTRACT

Objective To examine the potential association of ocean voyaging with human health and well-being from the perspectives and experiences of the medical officers (MOs) who served during the Worldwide Voyage (WWV).

Design Using a phenomenology framework, focus group and individual interviews were conducted and analysed by three diverse core researchers and then reviewed by three external researchers to enhance triangulation. Analysis used the Framework Method and Atlas-ti software (V8.4.4) to facilitate coding, identify categories and develop an analytical matrix. The matrix was applied to all data using the constant comparative method to construct major themes and subthemes. Synthesised member checking was performed.

Setting In 2014–2017, the WWV began in Hawai`i on a traditional voyaging canoe, known as Hokule‘a‘a, using a non-instrument navigational method, ‘wayfinding’, powered only by natural forces and guided by traditional ecological knowledge. Each segment of the voyage included ~12 individuals, including an MO physician. The entire WWV included 172 ports-of-call, 36 legs and 250+ crew members.

Participants We purposively sampled all MO physicians who participated in the WWV and enrolled 87% of eligible MOs (n=20 of 23). We conducted two focus groups (n=17=11+6, 85%) and three individual informant interviews (n=3, 15%).

Results The four major themes: (1) Relationships; (2) Preventive Care to Enhance Health; (3) Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging and (4) Spiritual Transformative Experience, strongly suggest that ocean voyaging aboard a traditional voyaging canoe enhanced human health and well-being. The overall impact to perceived health and well-being extended beyond any increase in physical exercise. Essentially, traditional Polynesian ocean voyaging provided a cultural-based context for holistic health and well-being that influenced multiple levels and multiple dimensions.

Conclusion Polynesian ocean voyaging was perceived as positively associated with holistic health and overall well-being and it may offer a new approach to confront complex health disparities.

INTRODUCTION

Native Hawaiians (NHs) and Pacific Islanders (PIs), including Polynesians, Melanesians and Micronesians, share a common ancestry as the original peoples who discovered, settled and first inhabited the islands dispersed throughout Oceania, beginning as early as 900 AD.1–3 These Indigenous peoples of Oceania lived in accordance with their surrounding environment. Based largely on an ocean existence, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders (NHPIs) developed a profound knowledge and understanding of climate patterns, celestial bodies and natural forces that were integrated into a mastery of skills to formulate a non-instrument navigational method known as ‘wayfinding’.3–5 This ancestral knowledge of wayfinding sustained the cultural practice of ocean voyaging across the vast Pacific region and has remained largely unknown to western civilisation over the last 2000 years.
years. Ancient Polynesians, as expert canoe builders and master wayfinders, navigated the vast Pacific Ocean to explore and settle the 10-million-square-miles of the Polynesian Triangle aboard traditional double-hulled canoes (wa’a kaulua, in NH) repeatedly and with intentional purpose. European explorers from England, France, Spain among others, were late comers to the Pacific region, arriving in successive waves from the early 1500s, including ships from the USA to the northern archipelago of Hawai‘i up until the 1900s. These countries would eventually colonise many remote island outposts on behalf of foreign interests, and the resulting changes in political leadership led to permanent changes in the lives and livelihoods of generations of peoples throughout Oceania, including NHs. In Hawai‘i, the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian kingdom in 1893 by the USA resulted in dispossession of the NH kingdom and its land assets and a suppression of NH cultural identity, language, beliefs and practices. Although political changes in Hawai‘i benefited many new residents, the NH population experienced displacement from their ancestral homelands, racial discrimination and lower educational attainment, which often resulted in economic poverty. These adverse social determinants of health persist today, often leading to higher morbidity and mortality across the NH lifespan, relative to other racial/ethnic groups.

Today, NHPIs endure a disproportionate burden of health disparities, especially among cardiometabolic diseases such as diabetes mellitus (DM), cardiovascular disease (CVD) and stroke (cerebrovascular accident, CVA). These health disparities are known to occur 10–15 years earlier in life and predispose NHs to increased morbidity and mortality compared with USA whites. Obesity/overweight, a major risk factor for cardiometabolic morbidty, is prevalent in ~85% of the NHPI adult population and ~20% of NHPI children starting at birth, and is predictive of obesity in young adulthood. Indeed, two recent studies have suggested a significant association between cardiometabolic disorders (obesity, DM2, cardiomyopathy) and genomic variants as well as lifestyle factors among NHPI adults. Lifestyle behaviours, especially dietary intake and physical activity, are well established first-line therapies for mitigating obesity-associated cardiometabolic diseases. However, few studies have carefully studied the exercise regimens or physical activity behaviours relative to NHPIs, a population at increased risk for obesity-related health disparities. This paucity of evidence is further confounded by epidemiological studies reporting that more than 50% of NHPI youth and adults meet or exceed public health recommendations for physical activity goals (ie, 150 min of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity per week). This apparent paradox has prompted further investigations into studies exploring specific types of exercise (eg, strength, resistance, aerobic), dose or format, as well as cultural factors that may advance our current understanding of exercise and obesity-related diseases in a growing sector of diverse populations in the USA, such as NHPIs.

In 2013, a team of Hawai‘i-based researchers examined specific forms of physical activity drawn from the cultural practices of NHPIs in the form of hula, an NH-Polynesian cultural form of dance. Working collaboratively, hula experts and scientists determined that the practice of hula expended 5.7–7.6 METs (metabolic equivalents of physical exertion) under standardised measurements. That is, the physical exertion of hula was similar to a half-court game of basketball (MET-value 7.6 METs). In a companion experimental study, the authors also found that a hula intervention programme significantly reduced diastolic blood pressure providing preliminary results on the positive impact of hula on CVD risk factors that may benefit the larger NHPI population at increased risk.

Within this context, Polynesian ocean voyaging is also a cultural-based, physical activity and involves open-ocean sailing aboard traditional, double-hulled canoes powered only by natural forces (wind and waves), and using only non-instrument navigation. The ancestral knowledge and practice of ocean voyaging is another cultural-based physical activity unique to NHPIs and practiced throughout Oceania. In 1973, the Polynesian Voyaging Society (PVS), a non-profit organisation based in Hawai‘i, launched Hōkūle‘a, meaning ‘Star of Gladness’ and the NH name for Arcturus, a key navigational star which rises directly over Hawai‘i. In 1976, Hōkūle‘a (figure 1) was also the first traditional wa’a kaulua (voyaging canoe) to have sailed within Polynesia using ancestral knowledge in more than 600 years. Thus, PVS is often credited with being a catalyst of the NH cultural renaissance movement...
that began in the 1970s and continues today.  

Over the years, PVS has remained a community organisation that, with more than a thousand volunteers, planned and successfully completed the Worldwide Voyage (WWV) in 2014–2017. 40 PVS sought to learn from other indigenous, island and coastal people about local solutions to global ecological and social challenges, and to use Hōkūle‘a as a ‘floating classroom’ of Hawaiian values and as a model for island sustainability. 35 40 41 The WWV began and ended in Hawai‘i, after logging 190,000 nautical miles, visiting 172 ports in 23 countries and territories, and completing 36 legs (segments that allowed for crew changes every ~33 days), with more than 250 crew members. Each WWV leg included a licensed physician serving as the medical officer (MO) onboard who was responsible for the health and well-being of the crew members. To date, the WWV serves as the longest voyage of any Polynesian voyaging canoe in recorded history. 40

During more than 46 years since Hōkūle‘a’s maiden voyage, PVS crew members have reported anecdotal health benefits. 42–44 Unfortunately, few studies have rigorously examined the potential relationship between voyaging and health, in part, due to ocean voyages of limited scope and enlisted crew members. The WWV provided a unique opportunity and context to examine whether active participation in ocean voyaging influences human health and well-being. We chose to undertake this study by interviewing the MOs because of their specific role during the voyage and their responsibility to assess the health and well-being of the crew. Thus, the purpose of this qualitative study is to examine the potential association of ocean voyaging with human health and well-being, from the perspectives and experiences of the MOs who served during the WWV.

METHODOLOGY
Participants

How physicians were selected as MOs

The selection of MOs who served during the WWV was determined by PVS leadership and their associate voyaging organisations known as the ‘Ohana Wa’a (meaning the Canoe Family). Collectively, these organisations have more than 35 years of cooperative ocean voyaging and careful construction of compatible groups of crew members, including an appropriate MO. The MO selection process included an initial interview by one veteran MO, who provided recommendations to PVS leadership, which made the final selection. Multiple factors were considered: (1) dedication to the voyaging community (ie, years of service), (2) value added to the crew and mission (ie, multiple skill sets), (3) cultural value (ie, to mission or landfall), (4) medical expertise (ie, physician trained) and (5) availability to voyage (ie, time away from work). The final MO selection was also contingent on the MO-candidate completing all physical fitness requirements and medical clearance, as was required by all crew.

A total of 23 MOs were deployed during the 3-year WWV journey. The total group of MOs (n=23) also included one land-based physician with 10+ years of MO-voyaging experience who served as the ‘chief’ MO in charge of organising medical supplies and coordinating prevoyaging medical assessments of all crew members. All MOs were advised to prepare for and complete a minimum of ocean voyaging and sailing training, possess familiarity with common medical conditions at sea, and prepare for public health conditions at various landfalls for their assigned segment. As active crewmembers, they carried out standard crewmember tasks and duties, such as raising sails, bailing water from the hulls, tying sailing knots, cooking, cleaning and so on. Thus, the WWV MOs were active participants during ocean voyaging and this enabled personal observations of how voyaging affected themselves and their crewmates. To examine these perspectives and experiences, all WWV physician MOs were invited (total MO eligible=23) to participate in scheduled focus groups and interviews conducted in Honolulu, Hawai‘i approximately 1 year following the end of the WWV in 2017. A total of 20 (87%) MOs volunteered for either focus group (n=17) or individual informant (n=3) interviews.

Ocean voyaging experience of MO participants

Each MO served on a leg of the WWV as the only physician aboard. Each leg of the voyage provided a unique set of voyaging circumstances such as weather conditions, crew members, leadership (captains), land destinations, cultural context and so on. Each leg also included certain types of voyaging days (ie, deep ocean, inter-island or coastal voyages) which required a range of physical and mental endurance (PME) levels of all of the crew, including the MO. To approximate the level of PME on each leg, we weighted each of the legs of the WWV by type of ocean voyaging days and adjusted the number of days on that leg by a PME factor. ‘Deep Sea’ voyaging days were considered voyaging that required the highest PME and was assigned a PME factor of 3.0. ‘Inter-island’ voyaging days required moderate PME and ‘Coastal’ voyaging required lower PME. Those voyaging days were adjusted by multiplying those voyaging days by PME factors of 0.8 and 0.6, respectively (figure 2).

Data collection
Focus group and individual informant interview format

Two focus groups were completed with 11 and 6 participants, respectively. Due to scheduling conflicts, 3 MOs were interviewed individually for a total of 20 MO participants. All focus group and individual informant interviews used a narrative ‘talk story’ format consistent with local NHPI norms to create a safe cultural context to express personal opinions and insights. 45 46 All interviews occurred face-to-face with the exception of three participants who, due to travel constraints, participated via live video tele-conferencing. The interviewer guide included five open-ended questions with additional probes aimed
at soliciting further insights to personal or observed experiences on ocean voyaging and aspects of health and well-being.47 The interviewer guide was identical across all interviews (group or individual), with each session lasting ~120–150 min in length (online supplemental Moderator Guide). All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim by a professional transcriptionist. The written transcripts were then checked by one of the three researchers for accuracy (grammar, spelling), cultural context, Hawaiian language and nautical terms, and cross-checked with field notes taken by a designated notetaker or the interviewer/moderator. To ensure anonymity, all participant names were redacted and replaced with preassigned pseudonyms at the time of transcription (figure 3, stage 1). All audio tapes were destroyed following the two-step review for accuracy and privacy concerns. All participants completed a brief demographic and medical professional background questionnaire at the end of the session (online supplemental MO questionnaire).

**Patient and public involvement**

This study involved enrolling physician-MOs who participated in the WWV in 2014–2017. Thus, patients were not enrolled or involved in the study. Physician-MO participants were invited to provide feedback on the purpose of the study, verify results and interpret the summarised findings through a participant (ie, member) checking process. Their feedback and comments are included in the final manuscript.

**Analysis**

Transcription data were analysed by three primary researchers using the Framework Method (figure 3), a systematised thematic analysis method.48 The three primary researchers represented a diverse and balanced team in terms of voyaging experience, age, and familiarity with NHPI culture. Each of the researchers were encouraged to voice their individual perspective to the data analysis and coding discussions throughout the analytical process. The Framework Method allowed for a common understanding of a stepwise approach, resulting in a systematic method to generate emerging categories, major themes and subthemes.48

During stage 2, each researcher independently reviewed the written transcripts to familiarise themselves with content, patterns and individual quotes and uploaded them into Atlas.ti (Mac V.8.4.4) for coding, data management and analysis.49 The three researchers independently and inductively coded key quotations in the transcript of the first focus group (stage 3) and subsequently met to discuss any differences in coding or interpretation until consensus was reached. Codes were merged based on frequent comparisons, debate and open discussion on the interpretations of data to create a working analytical framework (‘codebook’), with code names and definitions (stage 4). Researchers used this codebook to apply the analytical framework to the second focus group and the three individual interview transcripts. New codes

---

**Figure 2** Summary of ocean voyaging experiences by medical officers (n=20, Worldwide Voyage, 2014–2017). *Ocean voyaging days were weighted according to level of physical and mental endurance (PME) defined as Coastal days=#days×0.6; Inter-island days=#days×0.8; Deep Sea days=#days×1.0.
and definitions were determined jointly by the three researchers who collectively refined the coding system using a constant comparative method until consensus was achieved to create the final ‘codebook’. Codes were then organised into overarching ‘categories’. Data were charted into a framework matrix, where each sheet represented a category, with its codes and corresponding quotes (stage 5). As the final step in analysing the data, each code and their exemplary quotes were used to develop a category definition. Researchers then grouped the categories by related components within their definitions and quotes into the final development of the major themes and subthemes or categories (figure 3, stage 6). To verify data interpretation and results, we convened a member-checking group interview with 19 of the 20 participants approximately 1–2 years following their original interview (group or individual). Their feedback and comments...
were discussed and were incorporated into the overall analysis and final interpretation.

RESULTS
The participants in this study were all well-established medical practitioners with several years of experience in clinical practice and specialty care, ranging in ages from 44 to 74 years (mean age 61 years), and with current medical board certification as active clinical practitioners (table 1). Forty per cent (8 of 20) of the MOs were women, 80% married and nearly half (45%, 9 of 20) were of NH or Pacific Island ancestry (Samoaon). The majority of MOs were non-white (70%) mirroring the State of Hawaii's multi-ethnic population (~80% non-white or mixed racial/ethnic background), where most of the MOs reside and were recruited from. Most of the MOs specialised in adult primary care medical practice such as internal medicine (30%) or family medicine (25%), and three were dual-boarded in more than one specialty. Two physicians were emergency medicine (10%) and two preventive/functional medicine (10%) trained (table 1).

Many of the physicians in this study served on more than one leg and 75% served on a 'Deep Sea' leg described as voyaging days with the highest PME (figure 2). Nine (45%) of the physicians served as MO for ~1 month (28–38 days), 6 (30%) served ~2 months (57–68 days) on the canoe, and one MO served for more than 4 months (123 days) (figure 2). A few MOs (n=3) had prior or current maritime experience (ie, actively sailed on private boats, or held merchant sea captain license, etc), however, they were the exception, as most MOs were notice to open ocean voyaging.

Themes and subthemes
Four major themes emerged on the concept of ocean voyaging and human health and well-being. These four themes include: (1) Relationships; (2) Preventive Care to Enhance Health; (3) Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging and (4) Spiritual Transformative Experience (see table 2 for illustrative quotes). The 4 major themes and 16 subthemes are given in the following sections.

Theme #1: Relationships
Description—building relationships before, during and after the voyage was described as a novel, positive, close-knit and motivating opportunity for people to put aside differences to accomplish common goals for the benefit of everyone. These relationships occurred across diverse communities, groups and individuals and enabled the learning of life values, provided leadership role models and created effective relationships to ensure health and well-being.

The concept of Relationships was perceived as foundational to the health benefits of ocean voyaging. At multiple levels, relationships were interdependent and provided meaningful, reciprocal social interactions that continued even after the voyaging leg was completed. The four subthemes include: (1) Community Relationships; (2) Crew Relationships; (3) Voyaging Leadership and (4) Medical Officer Relationships (table 2: theme #1).

Theme #2: Preventive Care to Enhance Health
Description—health enhancing care was enabled while voyaging by changes in physical activity, dietary intake, crew attitudes and cultural mindfulness. MOs supported health enhancement by preventive health education, using both traditional healing and allopathic medical care.

This theme also describes MOs having to prepare themselves to serve in the role of MO and not in their typical role as a physician-in-charge. This role change on the canoe had high agreement among participants and enabled crew preferences for non-allopathic therapies such as NH traditional medicines for minor ailments. Four supporting subthemes include: (1) Physical Movement; (2) Mental Focus; (3) Preparation and (4) Medical Officer Provider Role (see table 2: theme #2).

Table 1 Characteristics of physicians who served as Medical Officers during the Worldwide Voyage, 2014–2017 (N=20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>n (%) or mean (SD, range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age* (Years)</td>
<td>60.9 year (minimum 44, maximum 74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>80 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>6 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander (Samoaon)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indian</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine (IM)</td>
<td>6 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double board-certified in subspecialty plus IM†</td>
<td>3 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family medicine</td>
<td>5 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency medicine</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive or functional medicine</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatrics</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Age at time of focus group.
†Internal medicine additional subspecialties: neurology=1; endocrinology=1; paediatrics=1.
### Table 2 Summary of medical officers’ (MOs’) insights and perspectives on voyaging and health (N=20)

#### Themes

1. Relationships: building relationships before, during and after the voyage was described as novel, positive, close-knit and motivating for people to put aside differences to accomplish common goals for the benefit of everyone. These relationships occurred across diverse communities, groups and individuals and enabled the learning of life values, leadership role models and effective relationships to ensure health and well-being.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Community relationships                   | Voyaging promotes heightened awareness about community interdependence.  
   - ‘… wherever … [communities] … were coming from, it was … a poor area, and each of their trucks were just full of fruits and things … and [they] came down and … started loading all the fresh fruit for us. In that moment you realize that poor people are giving to you’.  
   - ‘The crux of managing the canoe … build[ing] the canoe, how you repair it, each of those tasks is involved in perpetuating voyaging as well as … education [elementary, public school, private, charter, higher education] … all of those elements are involved’. |
| Crew relationships                        | Being a crewmember teaches one how to be a family at sea, always protecting each other’s well-being.  
   - ‘… Being a part of a team. I’ll say that I never felt safer than when I’m on the canoe and with the crew. Even when we go on land, being part of that crew is a sense of safety … It’s a life team’.  
   - ‘It’s not every group that I’d just drop everything I’m doing at a moment’s notice and go and do that. So that is certainly one thing about this crew. If they call you go’. |
| Voyaging leadership                       | Leadership (ie, captains) served as role models of how effective relationships work on-board and in life.  
   - ‘I’ve never seen that guy [a voyaging leader], no matter what happens, he never ever gets excited, he never really raises his voice, or really is negative to anyone, you know? That’s a great example of leadership and how to run your life’. |
| Medical officer relationships              | Successful medical officers are those that build and nurture relationships with mutual respect as part of their role to care for the crew.  
   - ‘… we actually became much better observers … Because they didn’t tell us anything … “So what’s going on[?]” … and then they’d finally [say] “Oh yeah, well,[o]k, I’ll talk to you now”. So, we actually became better physicians’. |

2. Preventive Care to Enhance Health: health enhancing care was enabled while voyaging by changes in physical activity, dietary intake, crew attitudes and cultural mindfulness. MOs supported health enhancement by preventive health education, using both traditional healing and allopathic medical care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Physical movement                         | Most crew experience improved health because of constant kinetic motion.  
   - ‘It’s good for balance and you’re constantly climbing over all kinds of obstacles or going out on the hull and pulling things and using muscles you haven’t used in years and years. It’s both aerobic and isometric at the same time so it’s good for your heart and good for your muscles, good for joints and flexibility’. |
| Mental focus                              | A change of perspective and being present in the moment at all times improves mental health.  
   - ‘It is definitely a remov[al] from normal life, which is something we all should do, probably as often as we can … and it gives you perspective on it’.  
   - ‘I would just say that I’m more patient and tolerant of those around me and things that maybe don’t go right. It’s okay, we’ll fix it later or we’ll manage’. |
| Preparation                               | The well-being journey begins through physical and mental preparation long before the day you set sail.  
   - ‘This was the first time that being physically in shape was going to get me something I wanted’. |
| Medical officer provider role             | Culturally, voyagers use diverse strategies to manage their physical wellness.  
   - ‘… we used a lot of la’au [traditional Native Hawaiian medicines] … The crew preferred to use … [them] … before I started dispensing cold medicines. That was a really neat addition to have on the wa’a [Hawaiian word for canoe] and it contributed a lot to health and made the crew feel better—that they have this other sort of toolbox that they could go to as well’. |

3. Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging: the experience of voyaging improved holistic health and well-being across multiple dimensions and multiple levels over time. Immersion in the voyaging experience enabled changes to individuals’ physical, mental and emotional health, cultural and social interactions, and awareness of and direct influence by the natural environment and spiritual experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continued</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Continued

Themes

Overall well-being
Changes in well-being are multi-dimensional—physical, mental, emotional and spiritual.
- ‘… I was at a point in my life where I was really struggling for challenge, for purpose, for meaning, for belonging. … something … I could really commit myself to. … It’s been … 3 years … since I was on the canoe. … [and] it’s amazing … that sense of health and wellbeing … has really stayed with me. … [voyaging] has … a tremendous ability to enhance people’s health and wellbeing … psychological—wellbeing … [and the physical wellbeing follows].’

Physical health
MOs observed improvement in physical activity, sleep and metabolism.
- ‘On the canoe, you’re never sedentary … Even when you’re sleeping, you’re rocking back and forth. If you’re sitting on the nets, you’re doing crunches all day. And you’re using a completely different set of muscles; you’re using core muscles. It’s balance … using totally different muscles that you would never use on a day-to-day basis on stable land’.

Mental and emotional health
Being out at sea increases intimacy, social bonding and self-reflection.
- ‘… [V]oyaging gives you some time … to think about things and just quietly reflect on your life. It’s very helpful’.

Spiritual connection
Spiritual clarity and belonging are keenly felt as positive health effects when at sea.
- ‘I found peace I think out on the water. There’s a lot of commotion in the life of a physician and a lot of things pulling at you and so there’s this sense of peace looking at the changing sky and the water …’.

Effects of nature
Improved well-being includes a deeper kinship with and respect for nature.
- ‘[T]he idea that we, the humans on the canoe, need to be respectful and collegial and interacting and helping each other … it’s actually true in the larger sense also. The creatures around us and honestly the currents and waves and wind around us … are all part of the whole also. To the extent we become attuned with those … I think it is both rewarding and educational’.

4. Spiritual Transformative Experience: The powerful impact of voyaging on the lives, perspectives, insights and sense of humanity stemmed from the unexpected and personal experiences during the voyage with natural phenomena, spiritual and cultural connection and the lived experience of sharing, learning and perpetuating the generational knowledge, skills and practices of Oceania’s future.

Subthemes

Illustrative quotes

Unexpected transformation
Personal transformation results from the immersive experience of voyaging: a pivotal life event.
- ‘I’ve been on 3 long voyages. Each one of them was sort of a landmark life event that I’ll always remember … and [it] changed my thinking every time’.
- ‘I mean I’ve sailed tens of thousands of miles. And, in all kinds of weather, in long passages. And none of it is even close to the [life changing] experience I had on the canoe’.

Spiritual meaning
Spiritually, medical officers observed finding a greater calling.
- ‘Having a sense of belonging … purpose and meaning, and feeling like what you’re doing is valuable and honorable is such a boost to your health and your sense of wellbeing’.

Experience of natural phenomena
Awareness of the wonderment of nature brings new meaning to life.
- ‘… so there’s this sense of peace looking at the changing sky and the water and taking watch and steering by the stars’.
- ‘… there is the silence of the environment … the stars … the ocean and … it brings an internal quiet, and when it does that … it’s like meditating … [it] allows you to hear everything inside, because it comes out in the silence’.

Theme #3: Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging

Description—the experience of voyaging improved holistic health and well-being across multiple dimensions and multiple levels over time. Immersion in the voyaging experience enabled changes to individuals’ physical, mental and emotional health, cultural and social interactions, and awareness of and direct influence by the natural environment and spiritual experiences.

Holistic health was frequently discussed, as reflected by five subthemes illustrating the theme’s overall complexity and depth. Subthemes include: (1) Overall Wellbeing; (2) Physical Health; (3) Mental and Emotional Health; (4) Spiritual Connection and (5) Effects of Nature (table 2: theme #3).

Theme #4: Spiritual Transformative Experience

Description—the powerful impact of voyaging on the lives, perspectives, insights and sense of humanity stemmed from the unexpected and personal experiences during the voyage with natural phenomena, spiritual and cultural connection and the lived experience of sharing, learning and perpetuating the generational knowledge, skills and practices of Oceania’s future.
This major theme was expressed by many of the MOs and strongly supported by the remaining MOs who acknowledged that it was one of the most difficult aspects of their individual experiences to articulate. It was particularly difficult to explain to others who had never voyaged before (ie, to their families or colleagues, etc).

The three subthemes include: (1) Unexpected Transformation; (2) Spiritual Meaning and (3) Experience of Natural Phenomena. Each subtheme was notable for being interrelated but distinct from each other. For example, ‘Experience of Natural Phenomena’ that occurred while voyaging was an expansive concept in which the individual felt intrinsically attuned with the natural environment, and some seemed to express that experience as an observer while others may have internalised the natural phenomenon as an event with deeper meaning (table 2: theme #4).

DISCUSSION
Key findings
In summary, the four major themes strongly suggest that ocean voyaging aboard a traditional voyaging canoe (wa'a kaulua) enhanced the health and well-being of the MO participants. While the experience of ocean voyaging proved to be physically strenuous for many, the overall impact to health and well-being extended beyond any increase in physical exercise. Essentially, traditional Polynesian ocean voyaging provided a cultural-based context for holistic health and well-being that influenced multiple levels and multiple dimensions. Of note, the participants were all experienced physicians serving as MOs whose perceptions of ocean voyaging were deeply personal, unexpected, expansive and life-changing in positive and profound ways. The importance of ‘Relationships’ is a familiar concept for most physicians; however, the relationships while voyaging extended beyond the individual, to crew members, communities and global populations. As MOs, their role in working alongside their crew mates and tending to their healthcare needs provided additional insights to their contribution as MOs and actually improved their capabilities as physicians. The major theme of ‘Preventive Care to Enhance Health’ speaks to the increased awareness of functioning on the canoe as well as health preparation to ensure a safe and healthy voyage. The third theme, ‘Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging’, included the most subthemes (five subthemes) and elicited strong agreement among participants. The multiple dimensions of health/wellbeing included the physical environment (ie, ‘Effects of Nature’), cultural environment (ie, ‘Spiritual Connection’), behavioural aspects (ie, ‘Physical Health’ and ‘Mental and Emotional Health’) and ‘Overall Wellbeing’, which holistically included physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health. The fourth major theme highlights ‘Spiritual Transformative Experience’ and describes an intense, transformative experience expressed by many of the MOs that changed their thinking and life perspective. Remarkably, this was the major theme that was probably the most difficult for many of these highly trained physicians to describe, rationalise or articulate. Yet it was the theme that seemed to provide the most enduring impression of their experience.

Results in context
The original intent of this study was to understand the potential association between a cultural-based physical activity, traditional Polynesian voyaging, with human health and well-being. Prior literature had previously measured the rigour of hula and other cultural forms of physical activities, and some researchers have even demonstrated clinical outcome improvements. Given that NHs and Polynesians are disproportionately affected by cardiometabolic health disparities, such as DM, CVD, CVA and obesity, which are mitigated by physical activity and other healthful behaviours (dietary intake, etc), we theorised that ocean voyaging may offer a new approach to reducing many of these chronic health conditions common among NHPs and other high-risk populations. Our study results suggest that the health benefits of ocean voyaging extended far beyond the physical exertion component of ocean voyaging. The theme of ‘Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging’ emphasises the influence on multiple dimensions and multiple levels that persisted even after the voyage was complete. The multi-level, multi-dimensional themes that emerged from our qualitative study are closely aligned with the Socio-Ecological Model (SEM) of health. Specifically, the SEM describes a model of health that functions along multiple levels of influence, multi-dimensional environments and on which human-environment interactions occur at varying levels of aggregation (individual, families, work, communities or whole populations). Our major theme of ‘Relationships’ directly relates to the multiple levels of the SEM, as highlighted in subthemes characterising community, crew, leadership and MO relationships. Similarly, the major theme of ‘Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging’ includes multiple dimensions of health. From ‘Physical’, ‘Mental and Emotional’ to ‘Effects of Nature’ and ‘Spiritual Connection’, our findings suggest that ocean voyaging provided multiple human-environment dimensions of health while also contributing to ‘Overall Wellbeing’ under the major theme of ‘Holistic Health and Wellbeing beyond Voyaging’.

Few comparisons of ocean voyaging and health exist in the current literature. Most studies that have examined human health and sailing or voyaging have focused on quantitative measures of biochemical or anthropometric changes, physical performance prevoyaging and post-voyaging aboard motorised ocean vessels or navigated by instruments of technology. We identified a single study that examined quality of life (QOL) improvements among outpatients with severe mental disorders (schizophrenia, affective disorders, etc) after participating in a cruise sailing intervention (N=40). However, after 1 year of follow-up, most patients returned to baseline
or reported worsening QOL measures.\textsuperscript{59} Of note, the authors used an intervention which amounted to day sails, in which the boat returned to land after a 5-hour cruise.\textsuperscript{60} Thus, the intervention itself was markedly different compared with Polynesian ocean voyaging in terms of strenuous activity level, immersion in crew duties for all (no one is a passenger) and the cultural context (\textit{wa'a kaulua}, NH language and culture on board, etc) of sailing a traditional voyaging canoe. Thus, the few studies published on human health and diverse ocean voyages are severely limited by small sample sizes, participant bias, lack of cultural context or traditional voyaging environment, and most were aboard motorised or commercial ocean vessels. Few qualitative studies exist, as most of the published literature has focused on quasi-experimental designs (ie, pre–post) intended to measure physiological or energy expenditure changes while working on various ocean vessels.\textsuperscript{61-63}

Our study was interested in learning about the multidimensional relationships between the voyage’s cultural context, influenced by the natural environment of ‘ocean living’, guided by ancestral knowledge of wayfinding and the overall mission of the WWV and its impact on the health and well-being of the human participants. This study extends our understanding of a culturally enriched ocean voyaging experience as perceived by physician-trained MOs and provides new insight on our understanding of the interaction between Polynesian ocean voyaging and holistic health and well-being.

Few health interventions have proven effective and/or sustainable among NHPI populations to reverse the disproportionate burden of cardiometabolic conditions that are on the rise around the world, including Oceania. Ocean voyaging provides a novel approach to the prevention of cardiometabolic disparities while enriching the traditional ecological knowledge, cultural practice, customs and values of the diverse populations of Oceania, such as NHPIs, who are one of many populations at increased risk. For NHPIs the implications of having their own ancestral cultural-based activities supported by measurable health benefits is a significant step forward in the battle to reverse health disparities and to build cultural resilience and empowerment to reverse longstanding health inequities.

\section*{Strengths and limitations}

A major strength of this qualitative study was the analytical approach that used a systematic Framework Method followed by group member checking of 95\% of the participants to improve the trustworthiness of the data and interpretation of the results.\textsuperscript{52} This is also the first research study to understand the impact of ocean voyaging on human health and well-being, using standardised methods of scientific rigour (ie, Consolidated criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research guidelines) to further understand the socioecological underpinnings of ocean voyaging to human health and well-being.\textsuperscript{64,65} The opportunity presented by the completion of the WWV was fortuitous in facilitating this study and may provide novel insights to our understanding of the SEM of ocean voyaging as the means to address persistent health inequities among NHPIs and other at risk populations. We acknowledge the study limitation of participant bias posed by interviewing only the MOs in this qualitative study. However, we intentionally chose to select the MOs as astute medical observers with the idea that they might be best positioned to provide the most objective assessment of overall health and well-being of the crew as well as themselves. Future studies to enrol non-MO crew members to compare with this initial study are warranted and would definitely strengthen the scientific rigour.

\section*{CONCLUSIONS}

Cultural-based physical activities such as ocean voyaging aboard traditional Polynesian voyaging canoes using wayfinding, traditional non-instrument navigation, and powered only by natural forces was perceived as positively associated with holistic health and overall well-being and has the potential for informing future programmes to promote sustainable health equity for those at increased risk, especially among populations living in Oceania.
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Medical Officer Interviews (Focus Group and Informant Interviews) on Voyaging and Health

MODERATOR'S/INTERVIEWER'S GUIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Probes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How has voyaging changed you?</td>
<td>• Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please share with us how your experience on board affected your health.</td>
<td>• Mental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Spiritual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you think your time voyaging has affected your interpersonal</td>
<td>• Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationships?</td>
<td>• Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How have the interactions within your crew changed throughout the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voyage?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some physical changes you witnessed within yourself due to</td>
<td>• Body composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voyaging?</td>
<td>• Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some physical changes you witnessed among your crew due to</td>
<td>• Energy level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voyaging?</td>
<td>• Reasons for changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you describe the general level of physical activity on board?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you describe the level of fatigue at the end of a day?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything you would like to talk about that we missed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you think was the most important point that we discussed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Voyaging and Health Project
Medical Officer Demographic Questionnaire

Name ____________________________

Last, First

Today’s Date

Please complete the following:

1. Date of birth? (MM/DD/YYYY)

[ ] [ ] [ ]

2. What is your sex?  [ ] Man  [ ] Woman

3. What is your current marital status?
   [ ] Married  [ ] Single  [ ] Never married  [ ] Divorced/separated  [ ] Widowed  [ ] Other (specify):

4.a. Which racial/ethnic group(s) do you belong to (Check ALL that apply)?

   [ ] Caucasian  [ ] Korean
   [ ] Chinese  [ ] Portuguese
   [ ] Filipino  [ ] Micronesian (please specify): ____________
   [ ] Native Hawaiian  [ ] Pacific Islander (please specify): ____________
   [ ] Japanese  [ ] Other (please specify): ________________

4.b. Of the racial/ethnic group(s) you belong to, which do you most closely identify with (select ONLY ONE)?

   [ ] Caucasian  [ ] Korean
   [ ] Chinese  [ ] Portuguese
   [ ] Filipino  [ ] Micronesian (please specify): ____________
   [ ] Native Hawaiian  [ ] Pacific Islander (please specify): ____________
   [ ] Japanese  [ ] Other (please specify): ________________
The Voyaging and Health Project
Medical Officer Demographic Questionnaire

Occupation

5.a. Identify all medical specialities you currently are trained in (Check ALL that apply).
5.b. Circle the specialty that is your primary medical practice (Choose ONLY ONE).

☐ Internal Medicine
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Psychiatry
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Family Medicine
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Obstetrics and Gynecology
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Pediatrics
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Preventative Medicine
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Emergency Medicine
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Other (please specify): _____________
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

☐ Surgery
  ☐ Subspecialty, if any: _____________

5.c. Which of the following best describes your "typical" ROLE at your current position?

☐ Patient care
☐ Administration
☐ Medical director
☐ Locum tenens
☐ Legislator
☐ Research

☐ Public health and epidemiology
☐ Education
☐ Quality improvement
☐ Not currently employed
☐ Retired
The Voyaging and Health Project
Medical Officer Demographic Questionnaire

Voyaging Information

6.a. Approximately how long have you been associated with the Polynesian Voyaging Society (PVS) in the role of Medical Officer?

   [ ] years

6.b. What month and year was your first "voyage" * with PVS? (MM/YYYY)

   [ ] / [ ]

7.c. How long were you gone from your family?   [ ] months, [ ] days

7.d. Where did your FIRST voyaging experience begin?

Started at: ____________________________

Ending at: ____________________________

8. To date, how many "voyages" * (meaning lasting >24 hrs) have you sailed on with either PVS or any of the “family” of canoes in Hawai‘i?

   [ ] voyages

* "Voyaging" is defined as the act of ocean sailing and “living” on Polynesian traditional canoes (wa’a kaulua), which are designed for open-ocean sailing and which require the cooperation of other crew members to perform the act.